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Abstract— While the integration of a sustainability lens within engineering education is increasingly urgent, the appropriate conceptual underpinnings for such integration remain under debate. The study presented follows an investigation of one small group of students in a course that addressed sustainability in the context of technology design. Our goal was to explore the range of student conceptions of sustainability. Using a phenomenographic approach, we observed and interviewed students in the course and identified seven categories of sustainability. These findings can be used as parts of a tool for scaffolding students’ learning experiences.
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I. INTRODUCTION

While the integration of a sustainability lens within engineering education is increasingly urgent, the appropriate conceptual underpinnings for such integration remain unclear. We argue that an important component of such integration is to explore the diversity of ways in which sustainability is understood by students in order to design more relevant and impactful learning experiences in engineering educational contexts. The study presented follows an investigation of one small group of technical students in a course that addressed sustainability in the context of technology design, whose aim was expanding students’ appreciation for the concept’s complexity. Our goal was not to evaluate the outcomes of the course per se, but rather to ask: What range of conceptions is held by the students at a collective level? And can this inform sustainability’s integration into engineering education?

In order to achieve our goal, we employed the qualitative research approach, phenomenography, which focuses on the different ways students talk about “sustainability”, especially in the context technology design. Using this approach, we identified seven qualitatively distinct categories, ranging from “Sustainability as other people’s unrealistic ideals” to “Sustainability as integrated problem solving”. The categories were organized and related to one another according to three dimensions of variation, which were themselves emergent from the data. As elaborated below, the dimensions of variation overlap with key themes of the course, most notably including the recognition that multiple dimensions of sustainability often exist in tension with one another, sometimes fundamentally so.

While several studies exist that explore sustainability, including some that focus on students’ conceptions and others using phenomenography as research methodology, few studies lie at the intersection of engineering, sustainability, and phenomenography (see Table I). Our study addresses that gap, resulting in both empirical and practice-oriented contributions to the field of engineering education research. Specifically, the findings can be used as parts of a tool for scaffolding students’ learning experiences: by using our quotes as mirrors for students’ own ideas about sustainability; by developing an assessment tool based on the categories of description or by highlighting critical aspects of sustainability through structured variation around the three dimensions of variation identified. However, we also urge caution in interpreting our findings, based as they are on undergraduate student conceptions, excluding more complex understandings of sustainability held by practitioners or scholars. Hence, if the aim is to push students’ understanding far beyond current dominant constructs, for examples those concerning economic growth [1], we would need an expanded range of categories.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW: EXPLORATIONS OF STUDENTS’ CONCEPTIONS OF SUSTAINABILITY

A literature review was conducted to explore intersections among sustainability, engineering, and phenomenography. In March 2020, we performed several literature searches using Scopus and employing different combinations of relevant key terms (see Table I). For the combinations deemed most relevant for this study—Phenomenography + Sustainability respective Engineering + Sustainability + Conceptions + Students—we conducted additional complimentary searches using Web of Science and IEEE Explore as well as in the Papers on Engineering Education Repository for combinations involving all three main key terms (see Table I for details). For each key term, several variations were used; for example, sustainability was supplemented by sustainable W/4 development and sustainable W/4 design. Field codes and search operators were adapted according to the specific database standards. The abstracts from the most specific and relevant searches were assessed for eligibility. After removing duplicates, 202 abstracts were screened (by author 1) for inclusion or exclusion using Rayyan [2]. Relevant papers were then reviewed in detail.

Table I. Results from literature searches using different combinations of relevant key terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engineering and/or Phenomenography</th>
<th>Sustainability (only)</th>
<th>* Conceptions + Conceptions + Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neither</td>
<td>363 099*</td>
<td>13 412*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>37 987*</td>
<td>1 193*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenomenography</td>
<td>33b</td>
<td>11b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>12c</td>
<td>1c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


b Same as a. + Web of Science + IEEE Xplore. Abstracts screened for inclusion.

Our first observation from the literature review is that few studies of sustainability in the context of engineering employ a phenomenographic approach. Experiences of sustainable design among practicing engineers [3], engineering students’ approaches to wicked sustainability problems [4], sustainability literacy among engineering lecturers [5], and engineering students’ experiences of the learning of sustainability literacy skills [6] have all been studied, but our search found no phenomenographic study of engineering students’ conceptions of sustainability. (Note that the one indicated in Table 1 actually focuses on student science teachers [7]). Phenomenography has been used to explore how sustainability is understood by both teachers and students in other fields of higher education, such as sociology [8] and business management [9], but not engineering.

Our second observation from the literature review is that, while 165 papers resulted from the search aimed at finding other methodological explorations of engineering students’ conceptual understanding of sustainability, only about 10% of those appear to have an explicit focus on qualitative explorations of students’ conceptions of sustainability. Such an approach is important if we, for example, want to know not just the content students absorb but how different conceptions differ from and relate to one another. The next section explores how a qualitative, and specifically a phenomenographic research approach, can so contribute.

III. METHODOLOGY: PHENOMENOGRAPHY

Phenomenography is a qualitative research methodology that investigates the ways people experience and understand their world. Note that phenomenography is distinct from phenomenology, another qualitative research methodology. Phenomenography assumes a non-dualistic relationship between the world and human knowledge of it, where experience of a phenomenon in the world is located neither solely inside the subject nor solely in the world apart from the subject but between the two. Thus, descriptions of experiences say nothing of a phenomenon’s “true nature” but how it is experienced by humans as knowers and acting subjects.

Phenomenography assumes there is neither a single, complete description nor an unlimited number of distinct descriptions of any phenomenon. This is tied to the nature of awareness. According to Marton and Booth [10] awareness has two important qualities. The first is that it is not possible to be aware of everything at the same time in the same way. If this were possible, then there would be no variation in experiences. The other quality is that people are aware of everything at the same time although not in the same way. Thus, “the different ways of experiencing a phenomenon reflect different combinations of the aspects that we are focally aware of at a particular time” [10, p. 126]. If people experienced a phenomenon in an infinite number of ways, then they would live in different worlds, being unable to communicate with each other. Since this is not the case, the number of ways of experiencing a phenomenon must be finite [10].

Based on their experiences of a phenomenon, humans make meaning of it, and from this meaning understanding arises. While meaning is derived partly from an individual’s (unique) experience, it is not infinitely variable for each individual subject. Because humans communicate, meaning making is an act of negotiation or co-creation. Hence, according to Marton and Booth, “The basic principle of phenomenography is that whatever phenomenon we encounter, it is experienced in a limited number of qualitatively different ways” [10, p. 122].

As a result of this assumption, phenomenography focuses attention on collective—rather than individual—experience. A researcher applying a phenomenographic framework takes a second-order perspective by investigating other people’s experiences and understandings of a given phenomenon. The aim is to find the limited number of variations in understanding of a phenomenon existing within a given group, situated as it is within a given context. According to Marton and Booth, “The description we reach [using phenomenography] is a description of variation, a description on the collective level, and in that sense individual voices are not heard” [10, p. 114].

In navigating the space between singularized understanding and infinite variation, phenomenographic research seeks to identify critical variation in the ways members of a group experience a particular phenomenon and then construct an outcome space of “categories of description” of the phenomenon. This allows us to focus on the “differences that make a difference.” Marton and Booth provide the following definition: “The outcome space is the complex of categories of description comprising distinct groupings of aspects of the phenomenon and the relationship between them” [10, p. 124]. As a rule of thumb, categories of description are distinct from, and stand in a logical relation to, one another. This relation is frequently hierarchical—organized according to relative complexity—but not always so [11]. Higher-level (more complex) conceptions do not simply replace lower level ones, but usually fully encompass them. In other words, higher-level conceptions constitute a more holistic understanding of a phenomenon; lower-level conceptions are not “less correct” but may be less comprehensive. Still in a learning situation the goal is often to help students move toward higher-level conceptions. Another rule of thumb is to employ as few categories as possible for capturing the critical variation represented within the data.

A classic example of phenomenographic inquiry is the seminal study by Marton and Säljö [12, 13], which explored how students approached their learning (i.e., via deep and surface approaches). More contemporary examples of phenomenographic research in the context of engineering education are explorations of the experiences of first-year engineering students working on ill-structured problems in teams [14], engineering students’ experiences studying entrepreneurship [15], and engineering students’ experiences of human-centered design [16]. Key to all phenomenographic studies is the focus on differences or variation—rather than similarities—among different ways of experiencing or understanding a phenomenon in the world.

The object of study in phenomenography is not to characterize individual subjects’ experiences of a given phenomenon but instead the collective experience by a select group. Hence, variations in understanding are not determined across individuals, but across the data set as a whole treating the research data as a pool of meaning [10]. This approach accommodates particular individuals articulating distinct understandings of the concept or phenomenon in question at different times. In fact, during phenomenographic data collection, the aim is to maximize the variation both in terms of both the individuals data are drawn from and the range of articulations from each individual. Thus, it is usual practice to
select a theoretical sample of subjects to cover the group according to a predetermined plan and have a well-prepared guide for semi-structured interviews, a common method of data collection in phenomenography. Marton and Booth explain how interview transcripts (or other written texts) are analyzed within phenomenography:

The researcher has to establish a perspective with boundaries within which she is maximally open to variation.... The analysis starts by searching for extracts from the data that might be pertinent to the perspective, and inspecting them against [...] two contexts: [...] [1] in the context of other extracts drawn from all interviews that touch upon the same and related themes; [2] in the context of the individual interview. [...] This process repeated will lead to vaguely [discerned] structure through and across the data that our researcher/learner can develop, sharpen, and return to again and again from first one perspective and then another until there is clarity [in the form of a system of categories of description] [10, p. 133].

When using a phenomenographic approach, researchers try to bracket their own conceptions of the phenomenon of study to minimize bias. However, since phenomenography is an interpretive research method, it is impossible to completely remove researcher perspectives and choices, especially in creating the necessarily interpretive set of categories of description. One way of reducing bias is to work in iterations, ideally with multiple colleagues constructing the categories together. Even when a researcher is doing the analysis alone, iteration is key to turning emerging themes into a robust outcome space. Working this way helps to give trustworthiness to the findings.

IV. METHODS: STUDENT INTERVIEWS & OBSERVATION

A. The Research Context

The research was carried out in the context of an undergraduate course titled, Sustainable Design Politics and Culture (SDPC), offered at a Northeastern US university. SDPC was offered as an advanced social science elective course and aimed at helping students identify and assess opportunities for and limitations of various solution approaches in moving toward a sustainable future. In particular, the course was designed to provide students with conceptual tools to understand how social and economic power operates in technological arenas, including political, and institutional forces impacting sustainability initiatives.

While SDPC was designed with engineering and architecture students in mind, the course was open to all majors at the university. The student composition was: ten engineering and information technology majors, five architecture and design majors, and one science major. The class had an equal number of women and men. The majority of the students were in their final year while two engineering students were in their second year. Fifteen out of the sixteen students successfully completed the course. The class met for two-hour sessions twice a week over 14 weeks.

The course was broken down into three units: 1) an orientation to sustainable design in theory and practice; 2) investigation of specific contexts and cases of sustainable design practice; and 3) identification of strategic pathways to achieving a more sustainable future. The aim of the orientation unit was to give the students the conceptual tools needed to carry out individual research into existing sustainability case studies. This unit centered on three lenses to sustainability: changing individual behaviors (e.g., consumerist approaches), technological innovation, and institutional innovation (e.g., organizational or policy change). Each lens was explored through a mix of common and individually-selected readings. Unit 2 centered on students’ individual research into a range of sustainability initiatives, usually on topics connected directly to their majors. Looking to the future, Unit 3 had students individually identify pathways to sustainability, connecting back to the three lenses on sustainability from Unit 1: individual behavior, technology, and institutions.

The main mode of learning within the classroom was guided discussion—of readings, of the student research findings and writing process, and of student experiences. Here, the instructor took the role of facilitator, framing the discussion but allowing the students to drive it according to their interests and interpretations of what was most relevant, with occasional redirection by the instructor asking targeted follow-up questions. In addition to the two major student-research submissions, students were required to write ten research updates based on the readings and their in-process research throughout the semester. Final grades were based on the research projects, the research updates, and participation in discussion. Because of the degree and amount of independent research, the class required a high level of student initiative and self-direction.

B. Data Collection

Author 1 conducted systematic research into student learning in SDPC and attended the course once a week as a participant-observer for most of the term (weeks 3 to 13). In addition to classroom participant-observation, data were collected via student interviews and a review of select student assignment submissions. Student participation in the research (apart from general classroom observation) was voluntary, and the instructor played no role questioning students or interpreting results of interviews until they were de-identified. To gain as broad a pool of meaning as possible for the project, the observing author asked some students if they would be willing to participate in a greater capacity. In total 10 students agreed to interviews during the term, with interviews typically lasting between 60 and 90 minutes.

The interviews were semi-structured to allow important themes to be elaborated. Interviewees were asked questions such as: What is the course about? Based on the course title, what did you expect the course would be about? Has the course had any impact on how you think about your future profession and career, and, if so, how? What do you understand by sustainability? What do you understand by social justice? What connections do you see between sustainability and social justice? (Interviews were conducted during a broader project on social justice.) The interviews were audiotaped, transcribed verbatim, and de-identified.

C. Data Analysis

Guided by our phenomenographic framework, the steps of our analysis were: 1) identifying qualitatively different ways SDPC students understood sustainability by identifying relevant excerpts in the transcripts; 2) clustering excerpts around emergent categories of description, while retaining critical variations in understanding; 3) identifying the key dimensions of variation contained in the entire pool of meaning, and 4) arranging the emerging categories of description in order of perceived complexity. By working
with, contemplating, and discussing the emerging themes in a series of iterations, several categories of description corresponding to qualitatively different ways of understanding sustainability came into focus. In parallel, three dimensions of variation common to the emerging set of categories were identified. The categories of description and dimensions of variation emerged together and helped to define and refine one another and, ultimately, the entire outcome space.

V. FINDINGS: AN OUTCOME SPACE FOR TECHNICAL STUDENTS’ CONCEPTIONS OF SUSTAINABILITY

Based on how the students articulated their understandings of sustainability in the context of the course, we identified and then ordered seven categories of description (see Fig. 1). Before describing the categories, however, it is helpful to elaborate our ordering process. We ordered the categories of description according to increased complexity as reflected by variation in three critical aspects: responsibility (from “belongs to others” to “is shared”); relevant domain (from “unrealistic” to “praxis”) and inclusion of social dimensions (from “none” to “integrative”). These dimensions were themselves emergent from the data.

A. Dimensions of Variation

Three dimensions of variation structured the outcome space.

1) Responsibility

A first important dimension of variation (DoV 1) revolved around conceptions of responsibility for contributing to sustainability initiatives. Some students (sometimes) articulated an understanding of sustainability as mainly associated with other people; as a set of rules, regulations, and policies that should be created by others or simply as categories of technologies whose implementation is determined by others. Common across these cases is the absence of distributed responsibility for contributing to sustainability, either of the individual student or of any generic citizen more broadly. In contrast, some students (sometimes) articulated understandings of sustainability that included the importance of individuals taking direct responsibility for contributing to sustainability, both concerning one’s own decision making and for participating in structural reform as a citizen. Here, students expressed that responsibility for sustainability is shared among multiple stakeholders and overlaps across domains. Understandings of sustainability that involved shared, overlapping responsibilities included but extended beyond recognition that certain stakeholders have particular types of responsibilities. Hence, this understanding represented a more nuanced and complex conception of responsibility and thus is categorized higher in the outcome space.

2) Relevant Domain

A second important dimension of variation (DoV 2) revolved around what students took to be the relevant domain of sustainability, especially by employing concepts central to the course. Some students talked primarily about technical solutions to sustainability problems or barriers to proposed technical solutions. Such articulations identified a single domain of sustainability (as treated in the course) and, hence, were categorized as “singular”. At other times, students described sustainability in terms of the “triple bottom line” or as taking a “holistic perspective” to problem solving, which were categorized as “plural domains”. Still other articulations of the domain of sustainability included: unrealistic ideals; a process orientation (mainly articulated as “bottom-up” versus “top-down” decision making) or conceptual change, and how sustainability leads to new ways of thinking (e.g., sustainability as a lens to guide one’s practice) and new ways of acting (e.g., working to improve society).

The “domain” dimension of variation in the outcome space has five states: 1) unrealistic, 2) realistic singular domain, 3) realistic plural domains emphasizing process, 4) realistic plural domains with attention to reflection, and 5) realistic plural domains oriented to praxis (action informed by systematic reflection). These states of variation are ordered according to three levels of complexification: from unrealistic to realistic, from singular to integrated/plural, and from reflection alone to praxis (reflection-informed practice).
relations among categories and to map the outcome space. Dimensions of variation (DoV) are elaborated to highlight the meaning, such as filler words). For each category, shifts in the readability (i.e., by removing utterances that do not add meaning, such as filler words). For each category, shifts in the dimensions of variation (DoV) are elaborated to highlight the relations among categories and to map the outcome space.

B. The Outcome Space: Seven Categories of Description

This section elaborates the seven categories of description representing different conceptualizations of sustainability, organized according to increased complexity. Each category is illustrated with representative quotations from student interviews, which have been lightly edited to improve readability (i.e., by removing utterances that do not add meaning, such as filler words). For each category, shifts in the dimensions of variation (DoV) are elaborated to highlight the relations among categories and to map the outcome space.

1) Category A – Sustainability as other people’s unrealistic ideals

Here students described sustainability as unrealistic, associated with idealists far removed from the students’ own “common sense” understanding of the world.

Student 1: When I think of people that advocate sustainability right now, I do kind of consider them flakes because they’re very isolated within their studies. This is what they’re passionate about, but they don’t really have exposure to how to integrate it into the real world…where the people move and they give up everything and they’re like a commune. I mean, that’s a great way to advocate sustainability, but is it really feasible within the way the world works? I don’t really think so [given] the way that the nation is built and companies make money and people can merge into the middle class.

Here a substantive conception of sustainability is not articulated (DoV 2). Economic considerations are evident, but they seem to be understood as immutable barriers that exist apart from what sustainability entails (DoV 3). While there is an implied orientation toward pragmatism, the subject remains disengaged and without responsibility to act, offering only criticism of others’ efforts (DoV 1).

2) Category B – Sustainability as environmental problems with technical solutions

Typical for this category is the focus on a single dimension of sustainability, such as a particular environmental concern or a specific technological solution.

Interviewer: So, if we don’t prioritize sustainability, what do you believe would happen?

Student 4: I mean, pretty soon into the future, I think we’re going to be facing more and more problems with global warming, with hurricanes and droughts, and loss of species….

Some of them may be less important than others, but it just… They all work into the system that is kind of slowly falling apart, and we’re a part of it.

Here, the focus is exclusively on environmental problems. While multiple dimensions of ecological plight are identified, sustainability is understood singularly as responding to environmental problems.

Student 8: There’s a machine that can sequester one ton of CO2 a day. I mean, even if all the cars were taken off the road right now, CO2 levels would still be going up. If we’re really serious… we’re going to need to actually start sequestering CO2. In terms of global warming, that’s one answer. It’s not a cheap answer but it’s … the best thing on the table right now.

Here, the focus is on a specific technological solution to one particular environmental problem. The problem and solution are put into play with one another, and there is acknowledgement of the partiality of the suggested solution, but the starting point is technology-as-solution to a given environmental problem. Other dimensions of “getting serious” in environmental problem solving are left unidentified. The singular focus (DoV 2 shifted in comparison to A and general passive subjectivity (DoV 1 unchanged in comparison to A) marks this as a relatively non-complex category of description.

3) Category C – Sustainability as consumer choice

Similar to the previous category, this one focuses on a single domain of sustainability, namely responsible consumer choice. Different from the previous category, this one is connected to the student’s own actions in the world (DoV 1 shifted in comparison with A and B). In other words, in this conception, the student accepts individual responsibility to contribute to the solution to sustainability problems, even if in a simplified way.

Student 5: [A text we read] said the most important thing is what you wear and what you eat; those are the most important products to pay attention to…. It’s definitely compelling me to think about … what I buy—yeah—that is making an impact. I think I really will try, once I have some more time, to go to the farmers’ market here in [the city] and buy stuff there instead of buying the produce in the store.

Student 2: I try to practice all the stuff [we talk about] myself, personally; you know, the use of plastic bags, the use of bottles…. [The instructor] asked us, “How do you contribute personally to sustainable design?”, and my contribution was “I bike to and from campus”. So I think I’d like to adopt as many ideas as possible or as many changes. So I know I said the lifestyles thing is most important. The stuff is part of lifestyles, like, … How do you shop from now on by using not plastic bags, but by using a reusable bag?

In this category, the focus is still quite singular (DoV 2 unchanged in comparison to B) and does not address the system of interactions that structure both market offerings and consumer choices (DoV 3 unchanged). This marks this as another relatively non-complex category of description.

4) Category D – Sustainability as a top-down process

This category marks a shift from individual, localized actions to systemic change. For this category specifically, sustainability is understood as a set of high-level policies for institutional reform.
Student 8: Well, for global warming, I mean, you had the CAFE [Corporate Average Fuel Economy] standards.... It’s basically the fuel efficiency standards for vehicles, and that’s mandated by the federal government and that hasn’t gone up for a while, and now it’s starting to go back up. Those [policy changes] would certainly help [address] those types of constraints, where you give a company [an order]: You need to do this. And then they work within that [requirement], because everybody’s on the same level playing field; there’s no competitive advantage.

Student 1: Sustainability itself, I think, is an important topic. I think it has to stem from the top-down because people in corporations are fundamentally self-centered.... I think maybe government should regulate the industry, like I said earlier in class about having constraints for people and businesses to operate in.... They’re still operating within certain constraints right now, and they still manage to make money. So I think if there were sustainability constraints put on corporations and people’s lives, we would adapt and function and everything would still work.

This category highlights a shift from individual decisions to policy and institutional structures, with emphasis on change beyond what could be achieved by any individual acting alone (DoV 2 shifted in comparison with B and C). However, in comparison to category C, individual responsibility disappears, and the people subject to policy changes are seen as relatively passive subjects, responding to others’ initiative (DoV 1 unchanged in comparison to B). Additionally, sustainability is still mainly described in environmental and economic terms (DoV 3 still unchanged). This is an example of a category of description with intermediate complexity.

5) Category E – Sustainability as both top-down, bottom-up
This category follows on from C and D with subjects collectively responsible for bringing about systemic change (DoV 1 shifted in comparison to D, but unchanged in comparison to C). Government/policy plays an important role, but the responsibility of individual subjects and communities is also clearly evident.

Student 10: Right now, what we’re looking at is the pathways to sustainability. Most of them I found are about community-based participation. A lot of it is all about collaboration, grassroots movements, I mean people being active in the government to get the government to promote green or sustainable policies. So, I assume it’s ... a lot of sustainability is social... I think before the course, I wasn’t so much aware of the social aspect of it.

Student 9: Yeah, the case study I chose to do was on grassroots movements in California directly related to electronic waste, so the release of chemicals in the manufacturing process—of semi-conductors and hardware, computer hardware in particular—and how a lot of these localized groups saw this getting leaked into their water supplies and harmfully affecting them and the workers at the factory and things of that nature, and working with government groups like the Environmental Protection Agency and how they, from the bottom-up, have affected markets to actually change. Things like that.

This category captures the interplay between bottom-up political pressure and top-down structural/policy change; the two are seen as working together (DoV 2 unchanged in relation to D but shifted in relation to C). Here, we see explicit articulation of a “social” dimension of sustainability, which is added to the environmental and economic dimensions (DoV 3 shifted in comparison to A-D), which helps distinguish this as an example of a more advanced category of description.

6) Category F – Sustainability as a holistic perspective
Here, students understand sustainability as a way of perceiving the world in an integrated manner. The subject has an active responsibility to act, but in a reflective, analytic way.

Student 7: I think it’s probably helped me to look at a bigger picture instead of focusing more narrowly on one thing. It’s because sustainability is not about this one thing; it’s on this one thing and everything else and all the impacts and how everything kind of meshes together. So I’ve never really had to look at that really huge picture before. So I guess that’s been helpful.

Student 10: [W]hen you have a situation, it’s pretty easy to identify who’s involved. But then, [with] critical thinking, you’re thinking about, “Okay, so you have who’s involved. What else are they involved in? And how does that contribute back to what is going on in the particular situation?” … One of the key things through the course was really taking the issues and finding the connections and relationships between them, so that you have an understanding of what’s really going on. It’s easy to look at one part of it without looking at the whole system, but it’s just not what sustainability is about.

Key here is the importance of seeing how things fit together, understanding the systems of interactions underlying sustainability problems. We see a shift toward reflection (DoV 2 shifted in relation to E, DoV 1 and DoV 3 are unchanged) that marks this as an example of more advanced category of description than Category E.

7) Category G – Sustainability as integrated problem solving
This category includes emphasis on understanding the complexities of sustainability problems but moves on to include the importance of acting on that knowledge to improve outcomes. In other words, the focus is on integrated sustainability problem solving.

Student 10: I found that whenever you learn about sustainability, some of the problems like consumerism and just the way we live our daily lives, it’s kind of hard to ignore them once you know them. It makes you think more about the solutions and what changes you can make, and that’s really how our society is going to have to make progress.

This same student later articulated the need for analysis of complex interactions in order to eliminate “root causes” of sustainability problems.

Student 10: Whenever you look at design, the new trend in design or some of the new trends, I don’t know exactly how old it is, what I’ve learned is you really have to... When you’re approaching a problem, you look at all the different elements that come into the problem. Otherwise, you’re not going to really get to find a solution. It could alleviate some of the symptoms, but it won’t actually be a solution, which is kind of what sustainability is all about: getting to the root of environmental, social, economic—what’s wrong with the system, not necessarily this particular part of it.... You’re trying to address the systemic issues.

Another student understood sustainability as problem solving with a long view. This articulation explicitly connects social and environmental concerns with economic ones.
Student 8: I mean, what comes to mind immediately is third world countries, where people don’t have the food to live or the water to drink and the chance to give their kids a future…. There’s another student in class that, I mean, he made the point that he doesn’t see how social justice affects sustainability at all…. It’s like, “Well, they’re two completely different things.” I mean you have the ecology of the system and then you have the social justice aspect…. Like I said, I try and take a longer view and … you have a set of people that are consistently not allowed to express themselves or not allowed to be a part of a larger society. There’s going to be a point where you just can’t do that anymore, and I think that’s part of sustainability…. You have to work towards that point where what you’re doing now, if you were to keep doing it, would be okay. You always strive for something better.

This category of description is integrative and oriented around praxis—systematically reflecting on the conditions leading to a certain outcome and then acting on that knowledge to create better outcomes (DoV 2 shifted in comparison to F). Attention to social dimensions of sustainability is evident, but not to the exclusion of environmental or economic considerations (DoV 3 is unchanged). The subject has responsibility to think and act to achieve sustainable outcomes (DoV 1 is unchanged). Taken together, this represents the most advanced category of description of the outcome space.

VI. DISCUSSION: LIMITS OF THE OUTCOME SPACE

One strength of phenomenography is that it can capture a range of articulated understandings of a phenomenon, such as sustainability, in a limited number of distinct conceptions without getting lost in the finer details. This has been convincingly demonstrated with the current study. Nevertheless, the findings of any phenomenographic study are contextually dependent—who one asks, what and how one asks, where and when one asks all matter. Hence, while our findings capture a wide range of understanding operating within this institution’s undergraduate student population, they do not capture a wider range of possible conceptions, excluding both simpler conceptions (sustainability equals consumer recycling) or more advanced conceptions likely to be held by sustainability scholars, practitioners, or other experts.

In our eyes, a course with the explicit aim of expanding students’ understanding of the concept, such as the one we have studied here, is a good starting point for such exploration. But it also invites us to consider the potential role to be played by inclusion of higher-order conceptualizations or potential incommensurabilities, say those held by experts in sustainability and adjacent fields. None of our interviewees, for example, brought up the tension between sustainability and dominant models of economic growth and corporatized technology development. So the question becomes whether and how higher-order conceptualizations ought also to be accounted for when deploying our outcome space in the design of educational interventions.

Such an expansion could be achieved in different ways. For example, we could expand our pool of meaning by collecting data from another strategically chosen context or group, such as interviewing select sustainability professionals or scholars. This would likely result in additional higher-order categories of description. Another approach would be to do a theoretical extension of our outcome space by drawing upon relevant literature, such as the work on degrowth [1] or other critical approaches to sustainability. In this way, a hypothetical Category II could be represented by a shift in the domain dimension of variation (DoV 2) beyond a focus on praxis to a more systemic critique that might include incommensurability between sustainability and growth.

In addition to hypothetical higher-order categories, we could sketch out an additional potential lower-order category based on possible states of our identified dimensions of variation (DoV 1: Is shared and DoV 2: Unrealistic), which would be something along the lines of “Sustainability as one’s own naïve ideals”. Here the importance of sustainability and personal responsibility would be stressed but the responses would remain vague. We can speculate that this category might have appeared if we had also collected data, for example, from young children. The absence of this potential category from our collected data is likely a consequence of the context of the course with its focus on concrete aspects of sustainability in the context of technology design.

Another important limitation of the current study is that we only focus on conceptual understandings of sustainability: what it is; how it is defined. We acknowledge that there are also normative and affective aspects that are also important to consider when teaching and learning about sustainability.

VII. IMPLICATIONS: TEACHING SUSTAINABILITY WITHIN ENGINEERING EDUCATION

When discussing phenomenography as a tool for improving learning, Micari, Light, Calkins, and Streitwieser, draw on Marton and Booth [10, p. 155] to state: “Change in conception can be thought of as ‘learning that enables the learner to experience a phenomenon in a way she has not been able to experience it previously’” [17, p. 463]. A common goal in sustainability education is to help students move toward more multifaceted and multiperspective understandings. We believe the findings of this study can be used to create scaffolding for students’ learning experiences toward that end.

In this section, we outline three different possible scaffolds based on our findings. As previously pointed out, our range of identified categories would need to be expanded with additional higher-order categories, for example by drawing on more and broader data, to be useful for challenging dominant conceptualizations surrounding sustainability held by students, such as the immutability of the economic growth paradigm. Additionally, when developing a framework for teaching sustainability within engineering education, it would be important to consider other kinds of scaffolding as well [18].

A. Scaffold 1: Quotes as mirrors for students’ own ideas about sustainability

One scaffolding technique would be to use the student quotes from this study as a mirror for other students to reflect on and learn about their own conceptions of sustainability. A similar approach was used in another course that was part of the broader study, Engineering and Social Justice, summarized in [19]. Here, students were given a set of quotes about social justice from interviews with the previous year’s students, and they were then asked to read, discuss, and construct an outcome space by grouping quotes as they saw fit and pointing out any relations among the groupings. The idea of the exercise was to expose the students to variation in how social justice is understood by others in a similar context as
themselves, thereby helping them to identify critical differences, which in turn would help them develop a more complex understanding of the concept of social justice. The student quotes describing sustainability presented in this paper could be used in a similar fashion: pooled together without the outcome space mapped. Students could then create their own maps and explore for themselves the key dimensions of difference represented by the sample quotes. This could give students an educational experience around sustainability similar to the one captured in the following quote from a student in the social justice course:

I really enjoyed the quote exercise. I could see a lot of myself in some of the quotes, and at the same time a lot of views that I definitely do not share. One thing I found is that they helped to clarify some of my views on social justice as I had the opportunity to evaluate whether or not I agreed with the statements being made [19, p. 146].

B. Scaffold 2: Assessment tool based on the categories of description

Data from a study such as this can be used to develop a combined assessment-and-evaluation tool. Such a tool would be especially useful when taking a view of education as transformation or of passing through learning thresholds. Meyer and Land [20] initiated work on “threshold concepts” when they noticed that students in a variety of subjects passed through a series of critically important thresholds, which were transformative of the students’ ability to understand key passesageway can be helpful in locating the critical blocks and, space”. Studying the conceptions of students along this passageway that Meyer and Land call “liminal passageway can be helpful in locating the critical blocks and, possibly, the learning needed to progress through them.

Data from a study such as this—where the outcome is a dimension of variation from less to more complex understandings—can help educators clarify high-level course and program learning outcomes and develop tools to monitor student progress along the way. The data can be used to map a liminal pathway—such as was created by [21]—identifying pathways from simpler to more complex conceptions. Having students submit incremental reflective work, such as with a weekly learning journal, would provide opportunities for instructors to regularly assess student progress along the liminal pathway [22].

C. Scaffold 3: Structured variation around the dimensions of variation

The variation theory of learning [23] provides an opportunity for another scaffolding technique. In this framework, people come to understand what something is by contrast with that which it is not. Variation and invariance are the key points here. For example, drawing on Booth [24, p. 14], the concept of red is brought into an individual’s focal awareness by exposure to deliberate variations in size, in shape, and in type of object in relation to objects of other colors, while the property of redness is maintained invariant. Similarly, the three dimensions of variation in our findings (i.e., responsibility, relevant domain, and inclusion of social dimensions of sustainability) provide a relational structure for the seven categories of description of the outcome space for sustainability presented in this paper.

Certainly, sustainability is a more complex and multidimensional phenomenon than the color red, but the same principles of learning through variation still apply. The idea is not that more variation is better, but rather that variation is structured around certain critical conceptual dimensions. Based on two of the three dimensions of variation for sustainability identified in this study—responsibility and relevant domain—an instructor could design a series of scenarios or examples of sustainability in which one dimension is kept invariant while the other is allowed to vary. The third dimensions of variation—inclusion of social dimensions—represents a significant shift in the outcome space but is too intertwined with the other two dimensions to say anything meaningful if they were to be kept invariant. So, the instructor would also need to prepare scenarios or examples where multiple dimensions vary simultaneously. If the domain dimension was kept invariant, we would get two meaningful scenarios where either Categories B and C or Categories D and E can be compared and contrasted in terms of responsibility. If the responsibility dimension was kept invariant, we would get two meaningful scenarios where either Categories A, B, and D or Categories C, E, F, and G can be compared and contrasted in progressions of increasing complexity. For example, the second scenario highlights steps in which individuals develop a broader, more multifaceted, more active perspective on sustainability.

This systematic approach to variation and invariance would not only help students to comprehend the multidimensional nature of sustainability but also provide mechanisms for students to navigate the conceptual thresholds separating naïve and nuanced approaches to sustainability. For an integrated understanding of the whole and how different critical aspects interact, there need to be simultaneous variation in all dimensions of variation at some point, but it is preferable for students to first be able to discern each of the critical aspects separately [25]. The important thing here is not just to vary the experience for students but to enable them to experience the variation around these critical aspects.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

When teaching complex and contested concepts such as sustainability, it is important to consider the diversity of ways in which the concept is likely to be understood by students and to confront and navigate those differences in a deliberate way. While much scholarship on sustainability exists, little appears to qualitatively explore engineering students’ understanding of the concept. By employing phenomenography, with its strong tradition of exploring and improving student learning, we contribute to this somewhat underdeveloped area. This study provides a well-developed and structured outcome space with a comprehensible, if somewhat limited, range of conceptions of sustainability identified among a group of technical undergraduate students in the US. We also provide three concrete ideas about how the findings can be used to scaffold student learning experiences in other contexts. Extending this work with additional higher-order conceptions might be useful for challenging to go beyond dominant conceptualizations.
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